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A Course in Lutheran Theology
(Concluded)

A RCOnd reason why a certain class of theologians charges
Luther with teaching predestinarianism in De Sen,o ATbitrio is
because he so emphatically and uncompromisingly teaches the
What these theologians- the synerglstsmlsllke more than the "harsh, predestlnarian" sayings of Luther is
the aola r,ni& back of them. Because they do not like the aolci
lflltia, they mlslike Luther's teaching on elecUon.
Melanchthon, repudiating Luther's monerglsm, embraced synellism. Febvre has told us that Melanchthon, declaring that
"Luther was wrong in preaching predestination, ••. restores to the
human will and human cooperation their dignity as a means of
lllvatlon. As the theologians say, 'he becomes a synergist.'"
Koeberle has told us that "Melanchthon was afraid that as a result
of Luther's hanh deterministic statements the prac:tico-etbical aide
of faith u an inner decision might be lost." So he "formulated
the teaching de &ribua cczuaia effecientibua, concuffffltibua i,a. COIINl'lione hominu 11Cm nnati." (See p. 241 f., above.) Huebner has
told 111 that "in consequence thereof Melancbthon iDdoned the
cle&nitlon of Erasmus which Luther so violently aaaailed: Libnum
arlritrium in homine fczcultcztem eue applicczncU
ae
cul r,natiam.''
(See p. 408, above.) Melanchthon was the foe of the aolci gn&tla.
and in combating Luther's teaching on predestination, he wu
aiming at the aola r,natia. As Dr. Bente tells us: "The true reason
why Kelanchthon charged Luther and his loyal adherents with
Stoicism wu his own synergistic departure from the Lutheran doctrine of original sin and of salvation by grace alone. Followm8
MeJanchtbon, rat.lonaJlzlng ~ everywhere have always held
that without abandoning Luther's doctrine of original sin and of the
pd& ac,la, there is DO escape from Calvinism." (Tric,Zotta. Hist.
Intr,. p.209.)
monerglsm of grace.
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Let us hear, once more, some of these aolA-gn&tia declaratioDI
which form the heart of De Sen,o AT'bitrlo: "Our salvation la apart
from our strength and counsel and depends on the working of God
alone." (P. 72.-XVIII:1'117.) "It la given us to understand both
truths - that we can do nothing ourselves and that, if we do anything, God works that in us." (P.186.-XVllI:1805.) These are
certainly hard statements - to a .synerglst. ''The will cannot will
anything but evil" (p. 247. - XVIII: 1853); and here Scripture "excepts no one, in any place, at any time, in any work or endeavor"
(p. 350. -1935), "so far it is from possiblllty that grace should
allow of any particle or power of 'free will' " (p. 372.-1951).
Those who ascribe to
the faculta.s •• 11ppHcandi cul gndiam,
the power to cooperate with God towards conversion, the faculty
of self-determination, cannot see anything nice in these statements.
And what 11 harsh thing to say to the synergists in the Lutheran
Church: "I am more than astonished, I say, how it is that words
and sentences contrary and contradictory to these univerul]y
applying words and sentences have gained so much ground; which
say: Some are not gone out of the way ••. ; there is something
in man which is good and which endeavors after good." (P. 362.1944.) "Dass der freie Wille nichta aei" - that is anathema to
11/Ielanchthon and his followers.
And because they find these statements to be hard and objectionable, the so-called ''harsh deterministic" statements of Luther
sound harsh in their ears. Both classes of statements inculcate the
same truth. The doctrines of conversion and of election do not
essentially differ. The doctrine of conversion tells us that we owe
our salvation to nothing in us, but solely to God's grace. The
doctrine of election tells us that we owe our salvation, our election,
our conversion, to nothing in us but solely to God's grace. What
Luther inculcated when speaking of conversion he inculcated when
speaking of election. In connection with the statement on page 186,
"that we can do nothing of ourselves," etc., he speaks, on page 185,
of predestination. Again: "Grace comes by the purpose of God,
or by election." (P. 360. -1942.) "How can they merit that which
ls theirs and prepared for them before they had existence? •. •
The kingdom is not merited but before prepared; and the sons of
the kingdom are before prepared for the kingdom but do not merit
the kingdom." (P.191. -1809.) Luther ascribes our salvation to
God's grace, to God's gracious purpose, to the election of grace:
And that ls why the 11/Ielanchthonians object to Luther's doctrine of
predestination. It is because the aola gratia ls the heart of it.
The doctrine of the monerglsm of grace leaves no room for the
dignity, the alleged spiritual capabilities, of natural man. H. Gollwitzer puts it this way: ''11/Ielanchthon's interest lay in saving the

man
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That led him to repudiate the essentials
of predestination and to embrace synergism." (Cona Domini,
pap 79.)

penonallty of man. • . .

'l'he determinatlon to cast Luther's teaching on electlon out of

Lutheran theology, which determinatlon springs from the aynerllstlc abhorrence of the aolci gratici,
intensified
is
by consideratlom
of another kind. The synergistic mind is swayed by rationalistic
considerations. The refusal to accept both the univaa11lia gT11tm
and the aolci gT11tm, the attempt to harmonize the teachings of
Scripture on this matter, causes many, in the words of Dr. Pieper,
"to rationalize themselves into the synergistic camp." (ChT". Dog.,
III. p. 568.) It is an axiom in the synergistic theology that, if salvation depended absolutely on the grace of God, God could not be
willing to save all men, otherwise all men would be converted.
Recall Melanchthon's famous argument: "Since the promise is
univenal, and since there are no contradictory wills in God, some
cause of discrimination must be in us why Saul is rejected and
David accepted; that is, there must be some dissimilar action in
these two." Why was David elected? You cannot say, argue the
aynergists, that he owed his election to the pure, sole grace of God;
for the grace of God is universal! Therefore the reason must lie
in David. He must have been a better man than Saul. Consequently, in order to uphold universal grace over against the
Calvinists, you must give up the aolci g'f"lltici and ascribe David's
llllvation, conversion, election, to grace and something in David.
"Melanchthon and modern Lutherans, Dieckhoff, Luthardt, and so
forth, believe that the aolci O'f"II& must be given up in o~er to
safeguard the Church against Calvinism." (Pieper, op. cit., I, 215.
See also TrigL, HisL Intr., p. 209; LehT"e u. Wehn, 46, p. 281.) It does
seem to be an inescapable conclusion that, if God really wills to save
Ill men, the fact that not all men are saved can be explained only
by assuming that the action of saving grace is determined by a different attitude and disposition in man. In discussing the synergistic
teaching of Jul. Mueller (see Baier, Compendium, III, p. 229), the
feacbing that God's grace is efficacious only when we meet Him
with the spiritual powers left to us, Dr. Walther declared: "That
Is perfectly correct according to reason. If Scripture did not tell
us that God would have all men to believe, that God offers His
&race to all, all of us would embrace predestinarianism. But we
are not afraid to believe what Scripture teaches. We accept God's
Word and do not ask whether it is in accord with Aristotle." Luther
aceepted both teachlnga. He taught the univenalia gni& in its
fulnea. But he also insisted on the aolci gra&, on every feature
of it, and was willing to bear the shame of being stigmatized aa
a

Pftdestlnarian.
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Put it another way. The synel'llsts tell us: Either ~
or Stoicism, determinism, Calvinism. (The Calvinfsts, by the way,
take the same position: If you refuse to accept Calvinism, you
must adopt the Armlnian, synergist system.) The ll)'IWlfsts tell
us that, if conversion be altogether the work of God, man's conversion must take place by compulsion, man is made a mere
machine, man's personality is being sacrificed on the altar of
determinism. And Luther, sad to say, offered that heinous sac:ri8ee
in De Sen,o A1"bitrio. What shall we say? In the fint place,
Scripture teaches the aola gnztia, the sole agency of grace In COD•
version. And we shall teach it in spite of the dilemma you point
at our heads. And, in the second place, there is no such dilemma
either synergism or determinism. Tertium da.tu1"! Man is converted by grace alone, but that does not involve the thought that
man is coerced into conversion. Grace cnt11tes the wJJHnanea
Grace does not destroy our personality. Read, read, De Sena
A1"bitrio! "His will being changed and sweetly breathed on by the
Spirit of God." (P. 73; cp. p.167.) And, generalizing, one need
be neither a synergist nor a Calvinist; you can be a Biblicistif you are willing to sacrifice your rationalism on the altar of
Scripture.
Put it yet another way. Can you explain the diaC1"etio pe1"aona1"Um? Luther refused to explain why of two men, both of
whom God wills to save and both of whom are in equal corruption
and guilt, one is saved and the other lost. Luther denounced the
attempt to solve the Cu1" alii, alii 7l0n? problem in this life u
pres~ptuous wickedness. (See p. 561 ff., above.) Melanchthon
accepted the solution which blind reason suggests and demanded:
"Some cause of discrimination must be in us"; grace operates in
those and chooses those who are of better stuff than the others.
You have heard how vehemently Luther rejects this solution offered
by the Erasmian, synergistic reason. And it is because of this
attitude of Luther "that he is charged with teaching particularism."
(Pieper, op. cit., II, p. 595.) ''The mystery of the disC1"etio Pffaonamm is the distinctive mark, ever stressed, of the Lutheran
orthodoxy of the sixteenth century over against the synergists and
their c11w11 discriminia in homine." (Stoeckhardt, RoemeT'brief,
p. 444.) And because Luther refused to obey reason, because be
denounced the solution which operates with a difference in man,
he must have been a particularist, a Calvinist, a traitor to the
cause of universal grace! - Here, too, the Calvinists are in agreement with the synergists. They, too, say that reason solves the
mystery of the diacnttio pe1"sonamm (the only difference is that
their reason prefers the other alternative - since all are In equal
guilt, the reason why some are lost m.wt be that God withholds His
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PICe from them). The Ca1vinlsta stamp the Lutheran theology
• paeri]e and absurd because of its :refusal to adopt their rational
IDlutkm; Luther wu mistaken when atatlq that mortal man
must here remain lilent. Poor Luther- the aynerllsta tell him

he belonp in the Calvinian camp, and the Calvlnlata tell him that
he lacb the Calvinist spirit. He hu no place to go to- except

Sc:rlpture.
Another rationalistic consideration. The synerglats assure us
that their reason tells them that the complement of a particular
elecUon la reprobation. If God chooses some unto salvation, He
DeCellarlly predestlnated the others to damnation. The Calvinists
tell us that their reason tells them the same. Calvin admits that
his doctrine of the twofold predestination la based on a deduction.
At the third Calvlnlatic Congress (1936) a speaker quoted the
lutitute•, Book II, chap. 23: 1, as showing that Calvin knew that
he "attained the deCT"etum hombile of reprobation not from direct
Sc:rlpture statement but by means of deduction." (See Ev. Theologie, July, 1938, p.179.) C. Hodge calls the Lutheran teaching,
whlc:h rejects the predestination to damnation, illogical. (Syat.
fteol, II, 325.) The Calvinist L. Boettner tells us that "the doctrine of absolute predestination of course logically holds that some
are foreordained to death as truly as others are foreordained to life.
The Vffy terms 'elect' and 'election' imply the terms 'non-elect'
and 'reprobation.' When some are chosen out, others are left,
not chosen. . • • Those who hold the doctrine of election but deny
that of reprobation can lay but little claim to consistency. To
aflinn the former while denying the latter makes the decree of
predestination an illogical and lopsided decree." (The Ref. Doct.
of Pred., p.104 f.) They cannot see it otherwise: the obverse of
election to life la election to death. And the synerglsta cannot see
it otherwise. That is one of the chief reasons why so many do not
dare to say that God, of His free grace, for Christ's sake, elected
• definite number of men, out of the corrupt mass of mankind, for
alvaUon and why so many denounce this teaching as predestinarianism (particular grace; twofold predestination) : If there is
an election of grace, there must be, by all the rules of logic, an
election of wrath. We deny that this "logical" inference is sound.
For it Is against Scripture. There is not one syllable in Scripture
pointing to a double predestination. The only predestination known
to Scripture is the election of grace. Moreover, while Scripture
traces our salvation back to God's election, it does not trace man's
damnation back to God but exclusively to man. Nevertheless the
cry bu gone down through the centuries that Luther taught Calvinism in De Sen,o ATbitrio; for did he not teach that God is the
IOle cause of our salvation? Did he not thereby teach that God
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passed by the greater part of mankind? And the cry will not
cease till men listen to Scripture. "As long as a person will not
learn from Scripture that moneqlam does not include the pruteritio (Acts 7:51; Rom.10:21), it ls useless to argue with him."
(Pieper, op. cit., ll, p. 596.) He will stick to his opinion that Luther
was n Calvinist.
Pronouncements of modem Lutherans, expressive of the attitude just discussed, are now in order. Luthardt ls a pronounced
synergist. He declares that "faith is demanded of man as his
achievement (Lei.ttung). . . . In consequence of the working of
God's Spirit man is able either to accept the Word or to reject it."
(Komp., p. 384.) ''The determining influence of God does not take
the place of self-determination; it extends rather only to the point
where self-determination sets in." (See Pieper, op. cit., II, p. 567.)
And Luthardt charges Luther with deterministic teaching. Why
would he do that? He tells us: ''If God Himself produced the
acceptance of salvation, the obedience of faith, conversion; .•. then
of course predestinarianism would be unavoidable. But according
to the Formula of Concord [!] He operates towards the renewal
of man in such a way that He makes the proper attitude towards
grace, self-determination for grace, possible." (Die LehT"e 11om
ff"eien Willen, p. 276. See LehT"c u. WehT"c, 1886, p. 219.) Here ls
the false dilemma: Unless you are a synergist, you are a Calvinist.
Dleckhoff is another thoroughgoing synergist. In his paper
Du miasourische .Pniede1tinat'iani1mu1 he writes: "It depends on
man's conduct in the exercise of his freedom, which he stW possesses - for grace does not act irresistibly-whether he will, by
grace, become a believer or not." He, too, thinks that you cannot
escape determinism unless you embrace synergism. And so he ls
not pleased with De Seroo AT"bitrio. He finds that "Luther placed
the secret and the revealed will of God in opposition to each other
after the manner of the predestinarians," and because Luther would
not solve the CuT" cdii, alii non? problem after the manner of the
aynergists, he declares: "Luther had not yet sufficiently mastered
the problem." (See LehT"e u. WehT"c, 1886, p.193 ff.) Quoting the
declaration of the Wisconsin Synod: "Scripture teaches that from
eternity God elected, for Christ's sake, according to the good
pleasure of His will, certain persons to etemal life, in whom God
for this reason works faith and all that pertains to salvation and
who accordingly will certainly be saved," he demands that this
teaching be abandoned because it involves determinism.· (See
Leh'l"f! u. Wehn, 1887, p.124.)
The situation ls indeed as Hoenecke describes it: ''The modern
theologians are for the greater part aynerglsts. Many of these have
taken up with synergism because of their mistaken notion that it
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affen the only escape from the predest1narian1 of Calvin."
(111.-Luth. Dog,n., III, p. 286.) It ls hard to resist the blandishmenta of carnal reason. Theod. Harnack pralaes Luther for declaring: "Scripture commends the grace of God, .•• therefore free
will has no existence. . • . So far ls it from possibWty that grace
lhould allow of any particle or power of free will" (Bondage,
PP. 320. 372.) But later on he indulges in these mtlonallstic
thoughts: "What Luther, and his age with him, did not sufficiently
distlnguish, that Is, with regard to God the metaphysical and perlODIII relation of God to the world and with regard to man the
formal and real freedom of the will, - that forced him to adopt
• deterministic world-view. . . . Luther openly declared for absolute predestination." (Luthen Theologie, p. 183 f.) So also
L. Keyser missed his step. He wrote: ''When God offers the sinners
salvation, their free moral agency comes into play. If this Is not
true, we repeat again that the grace bestowed in conversion must
be 'irresistible grace'; and that is Calvinism, not Lutheranism."
(Election and Conversion, p. 67. Cp. p. 407 ff. above.) The following dlsquisition shows very plainly, how men, in the words of
Dr. Pieper, rationalize themselves into the synergistic camp. The
Lutheran Companion of December 16, 1933, writes: "There is no
dispute as to the fact that predestination Is taught in the Bible.
But just what does it mean? As I understand it, there are especially three differing interpretations. The one says in effect that
God has sovereignly chosen and elected some unto salvation and
some unto damnation. Since men are saved through faith in Jesus
Christ, it follows that God has predestined some to believe and
others not to believe in Jesus. To me this seems impossible if God
(as the Scriptures declare) 'would have all men to be saved.' ..•
The second interpretation says that God has elected some unto faith
and salvation. It stresses just as strongly as the first that God
sovereignly determines those who shall believe. It tries (as it
seems to me unsuccessfully) to ignore the negative side of the
question, or the election unto unbelief and damnation. If God
determines who shall believe, it follows that He thereby also determines those who shall not believe. Predestination unto unbelief is
the natural corollary and consequence of predestination unto
faith." We shall have to repeat here: "As long as a person will
not learn from Scripture that monergism does not include the
praeteritio, it Is useless to argue with him.'' "It foU01Da"! But you
dare not follow the judgments of reuon. Reprobation (in the
CalvinisUc sense) is not the corollary, the necessary complement,
the obverse, of election unto life. Scripture says there Is no such
a thing as predestination unto damnation. But it does teach the
election to life. And when you accept this teaching and really
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teach it, men are going to tell you that you are teaching predestination to damnation. It is a hopeless situation. Now, what sort
of an election will these people substitute for the election unto
faith? Naturally the synergistic election: ''The third interpretation
aays that God predestines unto salvation those who, He foreknows,
will believe in Jesus. . . • The third interpretation seems to me to
be the only one thot correctly safeguards both ·the grace of God
as the sole ground and means of man's salvation and also the
individual responsibility of man." Just one more sample. Dr. J.
Aberly: "I would not be understood as committing myself entirely
to an acceptance of the entire theology of Luther. The dlstlnctlon
between the Deus nvelatua and the Deua cdnccmditu.s, as he
develops it, seems too dualistic." ''li faith alone knows Jesus as
divine, and if this faith itself is the work of grace, how can we
escape the doctrine, be it that of Calvin or of Luther, as perpetuated by Missouri?" (Luth. Ch. Quartal11, 1934, p. 40; 1935,
p. 81.) That is what we hove been saying right along: The synergists accuse Luther of being a predestinarian not 80 much because
of various ''hard" statements as moinly because of his aola-grcdfa
teaching. A man who teaches "that faith itself is the work of
grace" is related to Calvin!
The teaching of De Sen,o ATbitrio on the aoliz grcztfa is anathema to all •f ree-will tribes, be they synergists, Anninians, SemlPelagians, or Pelagians. What do you suppose the Catholic Moebler
thinks of De Sen,o ATbitrio? Having quoted this book on page 32
of his Svmboliam to prove that Luther really asserted that man 11
devoid of freedom; having stated, on page 88, the doctrine of the
Catholic Church: "According to Catholic principles, in the holy
work of regeneration we find two operations concur, the divine and
the human, 80 that this regeneration constitutes one theandric
work. . • • Through his faithful cooperation he is exalted again
gradually (though never completely in this life) to that height
from which he was precipitated," he concludes his discussion of
Luther's teaching, on page 92, with this statement: ''In other
words, the doctrine of the non-cooperation of man •.. presupposes,
accordingly, absolute predestination." The synergistic ideology ls,
in this respect, exactly that of the Catholics. No man who loathes
the teaching that grace does absolutely everything likes De Sen,o
ATbitrio. Witness the modernist H.F. Rall, who speaks of salvation
in terms of "our higher self waiting to be achieved" and dlscu.ssinl
the doctrine of salvation by grace alone, speaks thus: "If man 11
this utterly evil thing, lacldng all vision of God, all desire for good,
all capacity to respond, then he is no longer a moral penon but
a mere thing, inert and impotent. Then salvation will have to be
a OM-IOIZJI af/a.iT', etlffll atep of which u utennincd f>v God, a.u
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GOil alone. • • • Salvation, in effect, becomes a mechanlcal rather
than a moral process." (A Faith. fM Today, pp.159, 151.) They
ue all alike. They rail at the solci-gratia salvation as a mechanical
lffalr. They do not want God to determine salvation. They do not
want to be told that God must carry us through every step in the
way of salvation. "I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of
my soul." When M. Doeme tells us that Goethe's ire was aroused
when he was told that man is radically evil and in that connection
Ilks: "Wer hat das beunruhigende Buch 'vom verknechteten
Willen' geschrleben? Wer hat dort jeden schuechtemen Versuch,
elem Menschen auch nur einen kleinsten Tell seiner Selbstvollendunpfaehigkeit zu retten, mit beinahe dlktatorlscher Gewalt niedergeschlagen?" he places his finger on the sore spot. (TheoL Mil,
XVI, p.1517.) Men do not want to be told that they are absolutely
nothing and God's grace everything. Goethe and Moehler and the
thoroughgoing synerglst have no use for the teachings of De Servo
At'biirio.
Here is Luther's confession of faith: "As to myself, I openly
confess that I should not wish free will to be granted me, even if it
could be so, nor anything else to be left in my own hands, whereby
I might endeavor something towards my own salvation. . . • But
now, since God has put my salvation out of the way of mv will
and has taken it under His 01.Dfl, • • • I rest fully assured and perlUlded that He is faithful, . . • so that no devil, no adversities, can
pluck me out of His hands, John 10:27,28." (P. 384.-1961£.)
Here is the Erasmian confession of faith: "I am the master of my.
fate. I am the captain of my soul." Do you not see why the
Erasmians have no use for De Sen,o Arbitrio and are bound to misunderstand it? Dr. Bente: "One who is a synergist is sure to
misunderstand Luther, to judge him falsely, and to draw false
c:onclusions from his statements. Um du Licht zu sehen, muss das
Auge selber licht und sonnenhaft sein." (Lehre u. Wehre, 1910,
page 72.)
Our diagnosis of the case of Luther's "Calvinism" will be con-

firmed by studying the parallel case of Missouri. The Synodical
Conference was formerly charged with teaching Calvinism; some
indeed repeat the charge at the present day. Professor Dieckhoff
wrote a pamphlet entitled The Predestincirio;nism of Missouri a.nd the
Fonnul4 of Concord and wrote about the predestinarianlsm of Wiseonsin (see above). Professor Luthardt: "Walther, rejecting the
formula that election took place intuitu fidei and teaching an 'election unto faith,' came dangerously close to predestinarianlsm,"
(Komp., p.177.) Professor Rohnert: ''The Missouri Synod taught
• particular election of grace - a position which trenches on Calvinllm." (Dogm., p. 237.) The Alig. Ev.-Luth.. Kirchen.reitung used
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to speak of the ''bitter Missourlan-Calvln1stlc pill" whlch the Wisconsin Synod and the Minnesota Synod, etc., swallowed. (See
Pieper, op. cit., I, p. 215.) A Hauge Synod periodical: "Dr. Walther
read into the eleventh article of the Formula of Concord Luther'•
early predestinarian view, a view which he, in later life, did not
deem advisable to press but which, under the development given
it by Dr. Walther and his colleagues, became a modified form of
Calvinism." (See Lehre u. Wehre, 1915, p.133.) A voice from
the Augustona Synod: "Our Norwegian brethren, who affiliated
with the German Missouri Synod, soon found themselves entangled . . . in the predestinarian error." (See Lehre u. Wehn,
1911, p. 124.) The Lutheran. Companion., June 29, 1929: "We
cannot swallow their [Missouri Synod's] lean predestinarianiam,
which Calvinism has been choking on these many years. In
our preaching we begin with Christ as our Foundation. The
Missourians begin at the top and muddle their little brains with
God's election." Professor Aberly: "If faith alone knows Jesus u
divine, and if this faith itself is the work of grace, how can we
escape the doctrine, be it that of Calvin or of Luther, u perpetuated by Missouri?"
Why do these men charge the Synodical Conference with
Calvinism? They do not offer as proof any of the ten thousand
statements in Missouri and Wisconsin and Norwegian Synod writings which, stressing universal grace, repudiate Calvinism. But
they offer in evidence such statements as insist on the aolA gratia,
statements which declare that faith is the product of grace alone,
statements which declare that we owe our election unto salvation
solely to the grace of God, statements which declare that there
really and actually is an election of grace, a particular election.
They submit statements of this nature and argue: Calvinism is the
logical c:onaequence of the Missourian teaching; the teaching that God
in His grace chose some to eternal life necessarily means that He
elected the others to damnation; if God elected us to faith, it follows
1) that He does not want to create faith in all and 2) that conversion takes place under compulsion (ZwangabeJcehrung); if grace
does everything for a man's salvation, universal grace is a myth.
That is their plea according to Dr. Pieper: "People look upon it
os a self-evident truth, as a matter of coune: If any one teaches
the aolA gratia, teaches that conversion is in. aolidum the work of
God, not effected in part by man's conduct, he is - a Calvinist
and denies universal grace." (Le1Lre u. Wehre, 1899, p. 6.) That is
their plea according to Lutbardt and Aberly, who have just told us
that, if God Himself works conversion, predestinarianism. is unescapable. These men say that ''that is the very quintessence of
the Calvinistic teaching." (See Lehre u. Wehre, 1912, p. 242.) They
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aid at the General Pastoral Conference, Fort Wayne, 1881: "This
election of individuals, this election unto faith, ushers in pre-

destlnarian1sm.11

(Pn>e., p. 49.)

Read again the quotation from the

L.tlaeran Companion: ''If God determines who shall believe, it
follows that He thereby also determines those who shall not believe." Meusel'• KiTChlichea Handlezilcon (a. v. "Gnadenwablatrelt"): "It cannot be denied that Calvlnlam, though it be
repudiated by the Missouri Synod, ls the neceuary corollary of
their teaching. For if pmedeatinatio does not take place intuitu
Un, this selection (Auswahl) of individuals must be a matter of
free detennlnatlon on God's part, an arbitrary procedure. . . . In
order to maintain universal grace, absolute predestination must be
rejected." It is hopeless. They keep on saying: Unless you assign
man a part in his conversion, you must teach the absolute election
of Calvin. And we shall have to keep on saying: Unless you leam
from Scripture that monergism does not include the pmeteritio, and it does not according to Acts 7:51 and Rom.10:21, even though
our reason insists that it does, -we cannot argue the matter from
• common ground. We say that their deductions are false. And
they virtually say that Scripture ls wrong.
Dr. J. Stump, writing in the Luthemn of December 13, 1934,
declares that the Missourian teaching (election not intuitu fidei
but unto faith) "sounds very much like the Calvlnlstic doctrine of
election to faith." Yet, he says, the Missourians repudiate and
condemn Calvinism, and we believe that they are not Calvinists.
However, "the trouble with many pel'SODS outside of Missouri ls
that they cannot see how anybody can hold the Missouri doctrine
of election without falling into Calvinism. Yet evidently it can be
done." Yes, we can do it, and you could do it, too, if you would
learn from Scripture that monergism does not imply the preterition.
You must rid yourself of the idea that, if your faith ls the result of
God's gracious election, or (what amounts to the same thing) the
result of the monergism of grace in conversion, God withholds His
saving grace from the rest. Notice also that these people shy away
from the terms election, particular election, selection of persons.
Rohnert is horrified to hear Missouri speak of "a paTticular election
of grace." Meusel identifies: "particulaT election" and "absolute
predestination." Gentlemen, talk sense! When you said that
reprobation is the necessary complement of election, that at least
made sense, according to reason. But it makes no sense when
you say that there is an eternal election but deny that there ls
a JIClTticular election. An election which takes in all ls no election.
Any election is particular. It makes no sense when men want to
use the Scriptural term election, but refuse to say with Scripture
that God elected, chose, individuals, particular persons, a definite
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number of them. Do not make Scripture speak DODlleDN! - What
really bothers these people Is their notion that a pai'ticular elec:tlaa
would and must Imply particular grace. Let It be said for the
thousandth time: The monergism of grace, the fact that God cbaae
us as His own out of pure grace, does not Imply any sort of
preteritlon. Learn that truth from Scripture. Learn above all the
central truth: Salvation Is by grace alone. If you have learned
that a man's conversion, his eternal election, was not brought about
In any way, In any respect, by himself, by his condition, conduct,
attitude, but Is altogether the result of God's grace, you will DO
longer accuse those who stand four-square on the •ola gnitia of
leaning towards Calvinism.
Because Walther was a conaiatent •ola-gnztia theologian, he Is
under suspicion of being a Calvinist. "When they hear from 111
this statement: 'Out of pure mercy God bas elected us to the praise
of the glory of His grace; God vindicates for Himself exclusively
the glory of saving us,' etc:., they say: 'That Is a horrible decree!
If that were true, God would be partial. No; He must have
beheld something In men that prompted Him to elect this or that
panicular man. When He beheld something good In a person, He
elected Him.'" (Walther, Law and Gospel, p. 40.)
This section on the "predestlnarianlsm of Missouri" is not a
digression. It shows why it Is not a surprising thing that De Servo
A1'bitrio has been stigmatized as a Calvlnistlc treatise. We of the
Synodical Conference are not at all surprised at the situation.
Summa nmmarum, was Luther a determinfst? Yes, he wasa Biblical determinist. He declared with a loud voice that our salvation ls due to nothing else than God's gracious purpose and firm
determination. We poor sinners like to hear that truth. We like
to read books written on the text "Who hath saved us and called
us with an holy calling, not according to our works but according
to Hu O'IDfl, pi&TpO•e and grace. which was given to us in Christ
Jesus before the world began.'' 2 Tim. 1: 9. These are precious
statements: "Grace comes by the purpose of God, or by election, •.•
not by any devoted effort or endeavor of our own." (P. 360.) Do
you know to what you, a believer, owe your faith and salvation?
That "was already determined by the prescience and predestination
of God•••• Jacob attained unto It solely by the grace 'of Him that
calleth.' " (P. 253. -1857 f.) Thank God for His gracious determination! Men like Rall loathe such a doctrine. "Then salvation
will have to be a one-way affair, every step of which Is determined
by God, and God alone." We rejoice In that gracious order of salvation which leaves nothing to man's self-determination. We know
that at every step man would determine himself Into perdition.
Read again page 384 (XVIII, 1981 f.) ! We thank Luther for having
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llllto;rlld to the Church the sweet doctrine of the detennlnllm of
lbce and thank God that our clear Lutheran Church bu Jmc:ribed
It. Gil her atanduda. "God the Lord drawa the man whom He
,,._ [dec:reed] to convert, quam ccmvcrtffe decrevit." (Formula
of Concord, 'l'bor. Dec:L, n, § 60.) "In this Bia counsel, purpose, and
mdlnatlon God bu prepared salvation not only 1n seneral but bu
_. srw con•tdered and chosen to salvation each and every
person
of the elect who are to be saved through Cbriat, also ordained that
ba tlJe way juet mentioned He will bring them thereto." (F. C.,
'l'bar. Deel., XI, I 23.) Our Confeaelon leavee notbtng to man'•
lllf-determlnatton 1n the matter of salvation but everything to
God'a determination. "Without any doubt God also knowa and bu
detenntned for every one the time and hour of his call and con'9fhlcm." Cl 58.) Evffllthing- ''the eternal electlon of God •••
~ alao, from the gracioua will and pleuure of God 1n Chriat Jesua,
~ ~ whtch procures, works, helps, and promotes our salvation
and what pertain, thereto." (§ 8.) We poor, helplea aJnners rejoice 1n the determinism of grace as proclatmed by the Formula of
Concord 1n words borrowed from De Sen,o A7'1ritria: "God de111aerated concemtng it [the salvation of every Chriattan] and 1n
W. purpoee ordained how He would bring me thereto and preserve me therein. • • • He ordained it [my salvation] in HJs eternal
purpoae, whtch cannot fail or be overthrown, and placed it for
preservation in the almighty hand of our Savior J.esua ChJiet, from
whtch no one can pluck ua, John 10:28." (I 45.)
The lndtctment of De Sen,o AT'bitrio streaes three chief pointa.
It. chargea Luther with false teaching concerning (1) the diacT'etio
Pff101147'14m, (2) concerning the Dew cibac:onclitu, and (3) with
Calvinlattc teaching 1n general. It submit-, 1n addition, two
aubaJdlary pointa. The first of these supporting argument- is that
the l,utheran Church in her 1aet confession, the Formula of Concord, repudiated these ta-aching& of Luther. If that is true, Luther,
u far u De Sen,o Arbitrio is concerned, cannot qualify as a Lu-

theran theologian, and De Sen,o AT'bitrio cannot serve u a textbook in a course in Lutheran theology.
They aay that the Formula of Concord refused to accept
Luther'1 teaching on predestination and the related subjects.
DJeckhoff goee so far as to say that in rejecting Stolclsm, the
Formula had Luther in mind. (See preceding article.) Others say,
more moderately, that the Formula of Concord modified Luther'•
teaching, pollehed off the rough Calvinistic apote. That is asserted
alao by non-synergistic theologian& ''The Lutheran Church aaw
more clearly than did Luther and, by going beyond him, mowed
her independence of human c,pinion, even if presented by her
Luther." (K. Ermiscb, Prede1m1C1ffon, p. 32.)
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Did the Formula of Concord correct Luther? Did it junk
certain teachings of De Sen,o Arbitrio? To begin with, read once
more the quotations from the Formula you read a minute ago. 'l'be
Formula certainly accepted Luther's teaching that we owe our
salvation to God's grace, to God's eternal election of grace.
To enter more fully into the matter, we ask: Which of
Luther's tenchings did the Formula correct, modify, change?
Luther's teaching on the discretio peraonarum,
refusalhis
to answer the Cur alii, alii non? question? The Formula states: ''When
we see that God gives His Word at one place but not at ano.th~;
. • . that one is hardened, blinded, given over to a reprobate mind,
while another, who is indeed in the same guilt, is converted
again, etc., - in these and similar questions Poul (Rom. Ii: 22 fl)
fixes a certain limit how far we should go. • . • And this His
righteous, well-deserved judgment He displays in some countries,
nations, and persons in order that, when we are placed alongside of
them and compared with them [nnd found to be most similar to
them], we may learn the more diligently to recognize and praise
God's pure [immense] unmerited grace in the vessels of mercy."
(Thor. Deel., XI, § 57 ff.) That is exactly whnt Luther said. Nothing
is modified, nothing qualified, nothing toned down. Dr. Pieper
points it out: "The Formula of Concord confesses, clearly and at
length, that very truth on account of which the 'early' Luther is
being charged with particularism, the truth that, comparing the
saved nnd the lost, not a difference in guilt and a difference in conduct but the same guilt and the same evil conduct must be
predicated." (CILr. Dogm., II, p. 597.) Prof. W. Curtis, Univenity
of Aberdeen, praises the Formula for remnining silent on the Cur
alii question: "It may be thnt we owe it to the undaunted efforts
of these men that we have learned either to practise or at least to
respect undogmatic silence upon sacred mysteries left undisclosed
by Holy Writ itself." (See Theol Monthly, 1921, p. 366.) Sc:haff's
Creeds of Christendom takes the Formula to task on this account.
'1£ God sincerely wills the salvation of all men, as Article XI
teaches, and yet only a part are actually saved, there must be some
difference in the attitude of the saved and the lost towards converting grace, which is denied In Article II." And Schaff adds:
''The Lutheran system, then, to be consistent, must rectify itself."
(I, 330.) Men may praise or censure the Formula on this point,
but they agree that the Formula refuses to solve the mystery.
The Formula and Luther are in full accord.
Did the Formula modify Luther's teaching concerning the
Deus abaconditua? Luther said (see page 573ff., above): "Who
are we that we should inquire into the cause of the divine will? •..
Christ gives no other reason why the Gospel is hidden from the
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wile and revealed unto babes than this: So lt pleased the Father••••
It II here the hand ls to be laid upon the mouth, and it ls here
we are to reverence what lies hidden, to adore the aecret counsels
of the divine Majesty and to exclaim with Paul: 'Who art thou,
0 man, that repliest against God?' Rom. 9:20." And Luther also
aid: "Let the man acquaint himself with the God Incarnate, or,
u Paul saith, with Jesus crucified, In whom are all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge. . • . In the present case we are to conalder Hu Won! onl11 and to leave that will inscrutable." And that
II exactly what the Formula states. First: "In addition to what bas
been revealed In Christ conc:ernlng this, God bas stlll kept aecret
and concealed much concerning this mystery. • . . In these and
llmllar questions Paul (Rom. 11: 22 ff.) fixes a certain limit to
111 how far we should go." And secondly: "With this revealed
will of God we should concem ourselves...." (I 52 ff. I 33.) The
Formula and Luther think the same thoughts and speak the same
language. - Study in this connection Dr. Pieper's article In Lehn
1&ncl Wehn, 1888, p.193 ff.: "Luthff und die KonkonJienfonneL"
Did the Formula modify, eliminate, Luther's particular election? People, you know, have been telling us that the teaching
of a particular election is strongly symptomatic of the predestinarian disease. So, if the Formula intended to eliminate Luther's
alleged predestlnarianism, it would have been very clear and outspoken on this point. And it does declare, clearly and emphatically,
for-particular election. Paragraph 23 states: ''In this His counsel,
purpose, and ordination God has prepared salvation not only In
general but has in grace considered and chosen to salvation each
and every person of the elect who is to be saved through Christ,
also ordained that in the way just mentioned," etc. That ls particular election, election of individuals, Einzel1011hl, as plain as
language can make it. But for some it ls not plain enough.
W. Walther asks "whether the Formula of Concord really does
teach that God in eternity elected, selected (AUftOahl), particular
persons, individually, unto salvation." He finds that "only In one
passage the Formula aeema to say that," and quotes our passage,
I 23. But he objects, first, that the Latin for ''in grace considered"
11 "praeacivit," and secondly, that "it is unthinkable that the
Formula of Concord, treating the matter so thoroughly, would
mention the election of particular persons only once if the Formula
really wanted to teach that." (LehTbuc:h dff Stlfflbolilc, p. 306.)
However, the Latin is "clementer praescivit" and clementer proves
that ''praesclvit'' expresses not mere knowledge but an act of
God's will And this passage is not the only one. There are JDBDY
more. But it would be useless to quote them to one who waves
aside I 23. We might mention here that Frank's Die Theologie
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de,- Konkonlien.fonnel (with which we cannot agree on all point.)
finds the Einzelwahl plainly taught In the Formula. Frank devotea
several pages to this matter. He takes issue with Lutbardt, who
declares that the phrase used In the II. Article "Tnzhit quem ~
uerte,-e decrevit'' is dangerous, a phrase pointing to the old erroneous teaching of a particular election, "traces of which error are
found In the XI. Article." Frank declares: ''Not traces merely!
No, the Formula teaches it most distinctly." He points out that
clemen.ter praesc:ivit is more than simple praeuiaio; it Is the
equivalent of the German "In Gnaden bedacht," the basic: draft
of Chemnitz reading: "Gott babe in seinem ewigen Rat, nach
seinem gnaedigen Vorsatz, bedacht." He also takes the time to
point to other passages, for instance, § 5: ''The eternal election of
God, however, uel praedestinatio, that is, God's ordination to salvation, does not extend at once over the godly and the wicked
but only over the children of God, who were elected and ordained
to eternal life before the foundation of the world was laid." Study,
by the way, two more important remarks of Frank. First: "Ac. cording to the Formula you touch the Christian's assurance of
salvation at its most tender point and wound it sorely if you take
away the particular election of gmce." Second: "Particular election does not mean particular gmce." (IV, p.166.-171.)
The only possible way to demonstrate that the Formula of
Concord rectified Luther's teaching on predestination is to ,et up
the premise that Luther taught the Calvininn error, to show then
that the Formula teaches universal grace, and then conclude:
There you are. Quite simple; only the premise is wrong, absolutely
wrong. W. Walther: "Luther taught the twofold predestination,
and in order not to conflict with Scripture, he distinguished between the hidden and the revealed will of God. These two teachings, set up by Luther to support his real thesis (salvation by grace
alone), the Formula does not accept." (Op. cit., p. 305.) No; the
Formula does not accept the teaching of the double predestination.
But neither did Luther. If the Formula had Luther in mind in
Insisting on universal grace, its efforts were wasted. As to the
distinction between the hidden and the revealed will of God,
Dieckhoff enlarges on W. Walther's statement, quotes § 34: "That
many are called and few chosen is not owing to the fact that
the call of God, which is made through the Word, had the meaning
as though God said: Outwardly, through the Word, I indeed call
to My kingdom all of you to whom I give My Word; however, In
My heart I do not mean this with respect to all but only with
respect to a few. . • • Hoe enim easet Deo contradictoria uoluntate,
a.fJinge,-e, that is: For this would be to assign contradictory wills
to God." and then declares: ''Luther taught the two 'eonmulictoriae
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rejects in I 34.." But Dleckhoff
establish his premise that Luther taught contradlctory wills
In God. He attempts it, but the passages he quotes- those which
we have quoted above on the hidden and the revealed will- are,
unfortunately for his line of argument, matched by statements of
the Formula. The result would be that, when the Formula condemns those who assign contradictory wills to God, it condemns
Itself. -A word on the ,eeming contradiction confronting us here:
-i11e Formula of Concord bids men refrain from occupying their
thoughts with the secret judgments of God, which do seem to contradict the revealed Word and which we 'cannot harmonize'
CH 52, 53) with the revealed Word, and to adhere in faith solely
to the revealed Word. And that is exactly the position of Luther
In De Sen,o ATbitrio." (LehTe u. Wehn, 1886, p.198.)
Did the Formula modify and eliminate Luther's alleged
Jndestinarian views? If it set out to do so, It failed miserably.
For a lot of men charge the Formula with teaching Calvinism.
"The predestinarianism of the Formula of Concord and of CalvinIsm were but slightly different," says J. F. Hurst in his HiltO'l"JI of
the Chriltian ChuTCh, II, p. 509. Others say the same. The latest
pronouncement that came to our notice was made by :Edmund
Schlink, who bestows high praise on the Formula, "even though
one ii compelled to dia1cmt from it, pTede1tb1ation doctrine on the
basis of Scripture and the other Confessions of the Lutheran
Church." (Theol. E:r. heute, Heft 53, 1937, p. 65.) We just heard
Luthardt stating that he found traces of predestlnarianism in the
Formula. And we all know that "the synergists have always
charged that the Formula of Concord eliminates the universal
&race in effect because, while teaching the gnitia. univenalis, it so
strongly stresses the 1ola gTUtia. • • • and because it insists that the
question why some are converted and saved and others not belongs
to the unsearchable judgments and ways of God." (Pieper, op. cit.,
II, p. 23. See Trigl., Hist. Intr., p. 198.) It seems the Formula did
not succeed very well in ridding theology of Luther's suspicious
teachings. It is under suspicion itself.
And now let us get at the root of the matter. We have seen
what constitutes the real grievance of the synergists against De
Servo AT"bitrio: Luther must be a Calvinist because he insists on
the 10111 91"1ltia.; for you cannot teach both, univeT111li1 gnitia. and
10'4 91"1ltia. It follows that, if it is indeed true that the Formula
rectified Luther's erroneous teaching, it had to modify the ,olagratia teaching. And this is the task these men have set themselves: they must show that the Formula teaches that something
of free w1ll is left to man, that the Formula renounced Luther's
main thesis Dau de,- fnrie Wille nicht, ad. We are not now

woltaatate,,' which the Formula

cannot
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dealing with thase synerglats who face the Issue squarely and
charge the Formula with Calvinism because of its aola-grcada
teaching. But we are telling those who im1st that the Formula
teaches a form of synergism and thus ellmlnates predest1narianl
that they have set themselves an impossible task. What-the
Formula of Concord ascribes spiritual powers to the unconverted?
That Formula which declares: "All opinfcma and en-oneou, doctrines conceming the po1ae7's of our natural will are thereby overthrown, because God in His counsel, before the time of the world,
decided and ordained that He Himself, by the power of the Holy
Ghost, would produce and work in us, through the Word, ne711thing that pertains to our conversion" (XI, § 44)? That Formula
which contains Article II, "Of Free Will," the article whlch seta
forth with all the vigor and power of Luther, dcza def' freia Willa
nichta sei? li you read the statement: "In man's nature since the
Fall, before regeneration, there is not the least spark of spiritual
power remaining •.• by which he is able to aid, work, or concur
in working anything towards his conversion, either wholly or balf
or in any, even the least or most inconsiderable, part'' (§ 7); and
the statement: "In spiritual and divine things man is like a log
and a stone" (§§ 20, 24), you will soy that it is impossible for any
man to find synergistic views expressed in the Fonnula. But
Luthardt thinks he can quote the Formula in his favor. He 118)'1:
"It is true, the Formula fTequently presents the matter in such
a way u though. God. alone wrought aU ('conversion is not only in
part, but altogether on operation, gift, present, and work of the
Holy Ghost alone,' § 89). However, the true meaning of such
statements is seen in the light of the poteat apprehenclen and the
quczm primum inc:hoaoit (§ 65). • . • According to the Formula of
Concord, God operates toward the renewal of man in such a way
that He makes the proper attitude towards grace, self-determination, pomble." (Die Leh.re vom fTeien Willen, p. 276.) W. Walther,
too, thinks that the Formula teaches self-determination. "According to the Formula of Concord the Holy Ghost so influences the
natural man that he can refrain from resisting, c:czn act me7'e pcznive,
can permit the work of the Spirit. If he decides to do th.ii, the
Holy Ghost can effect conversion in him, can give him repentance
and faith." (Op. cit., p. 317.) Dr. Aberly, too, thinks that the
Formula departed from Luther's teaching on the solcz g7'Clticz. "The
Formula of Concord reiterates in chap. II the fact that man is not
a stone or block. It is true, it dwells on his being capable chiefly
of resisting the grace of God. But not to resist-what is it in the
final analysis bu£ to receive?" (See page 410 above.) These men
are desperate. They have set out to show that the Formula does
not accept Luther's teaching, that it does not find natural man
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utterly helplea- and how they torture and mangle the Formula
In their desperation! They do not like to hear the Formula say
that natural man is ''like a log or a stone," Incapable of any spiritual movement. Frank says: "Der lapia und tn&ncus des Bebnntmaes 1st, wie maenniglich bekannt, der modemen Theologie
eln Stein des Anstosses geworden. Auch Thomaslus sagt: 'lch
wollte, die Konkordlenformel haette dlesen Ausdruck nle gemaucht.'" (Op. cit., p.138.) Dr. Aberly, too, does not like it. And
he tells the world: ''The Formula reiterates the fact that man is
not a stone or a block." Sure enough, the Formula says that in
H 62, 73, 89. But it also says that he u like a atone or block. And
It tells men like Thomaslus and Aberly that the unconverted man
ls "much worse than a stone and block" in that he resists the
Word, H 24, 59. No, the Formula is in full accord with Luther.
It did not strike out the truncua and lapia. "Die Konkordlenformel
elcnet alch vollstaendig, bis zum truncua und lapia, die un-eformatoriac:he Lehre vom sen,um aTbitrium an." (Frank, L c:.) As to
Luthardt's mlslumdllng of the Formula: the potest appTehendeTe
ls • correct quotation, as far as the bare words go. § 83 states:
"Conversion is such a change through the operation of the Holy
Ghost that .•. man c:an ac:c:ept the offered grace." But these words
do not make a distinction between the ability to believe and believing itself. They rather state that conversion consists in this,
that man is given the power to believe and to believe. Will anybody impute to the Formula the nonsense of saying that here is
• man who has the power to believe but has not yet decided
whether he will believe? Can a corpse be given the powers of life
and for a while refrain from living? (See Pieper, op. cit., II, p. 567.
Proceedings, EasteTn Diat., 1895, p. 67.) As to the quam primum
i11ehoavit, § 65 (Trlgl., p. 907), that is a very strong antisyne.rgistic
statement. Read it! It says that before a man is converted, he
has no spiritual powers whatever.
Did the Formula of Concord modify Luther's teaching on the
monerglsm of grace in any way? Let the Confession speak for
itself: "In these words Dr. Luther, of blessed and holy memory,
ascribes to our free will no power whatever to qualify itself for
righteousness. • • . Even so Dr. Luther wrote of this matter also
in hls book De SeTVo ATbitrio in opposition to Erasmus, . . . to
which we hereby appeal and refer others." (II, § 44. - Supplementary reading: TrigL, Hist. Intr., p. 209 ff. 225 f. 250 ff.)
The second allegation made in support of the charge that De
Servo ATbitrio is not a safe book is that Luther himself renounced
some of its teachings. They say that in his younger days Luther
was a predestinarian; as he advanced in evangelical Jmowledge, he
disc:arded much of what he had held in De SeTVo ATbitrio. We have
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quoted several such statements above. Aa early as 1559 men aald
that Luther had retracted his book aplmt Erasmus. (Trigl, Blat.
Intr., p. 225; also p. 224.) The latest pronouncement of tbla kind
we found in an article by Landesbbchof L D. Dr. Scboeffe1:
"Luther taught: aola fide, by faith alone; aola gn&tia, by gnat
alone. . . • But on one point, that concerning predestination, Luther
may have been wrong, and cm thu point he later l&eld mon
moderate vie10a." (See Kirchl. Zeitachrift, 1937, p. 80.) "Men are
pronouncing It as a sort of ritual: though Luther did not directJy
retract his book against Erasmus, be in his later yean abandoned It." (Pieper, op. cit., II, p. 594.)
If this were so, that would prove nothing as to the value of
De Srrvo AT&itrio, but it 10oulci cause some to look askance •t It.
So we shall have to examine this allegation. But we sbell have to
do it VffY briefly. The year ls drawing to its close, and our apace
ls running short.
In the first place we shall ask: Which particular teaching of
De Seno AT&itrio did Luther later on modify or drop? Wu it the
teaching of election in general? Theod. Harnack tells us that
"Luther later arrived at the point where he strongly repudiated
the absolute predestination he had taught In De Servo AT"&i&rio
and insisted on the universality of grace and the power and comfort of the means of grace. . . • Luther had gone too far ID
De Servo ATbitrio; but he cast off these views when he found that
they did not agree with his basic teaching, particularly his teachlnl
on the means of grace." (Op. cit., pp.154, 193 ff.) And for proof
of his contention that Luther as much as abandoned his teaching
on election Harnack cites a passage from Luther's exposition of
Gal. I: 4, 5. The passage reads: "When Satan brings up the matter
of predestination in order to distress you with the question whether
you are elected to eternal life or not, points to the dreadful examples of God's wrath and judgment and to the fact that the
number of the elect ls small and the number of the damned large, be wise and on no account let him entangle you In these perilous
thoughts and disputations lest you climb too high and break your
neck; but fight against these thoughts and say: It is not my
business to investigate things that are beyond me and are unsearchable; I shall abide by the words of St. Paul, who tells me that
Christ gave Himself for our sins that He might deliver us, etc."
(IX: 795.) Now, what are the facts in the case? First, Luther
did not teach the absolute predestination in De Servo AT"&itrio.
He could not well abandon what he never held. Secondly, Luther's
Insistence on the gnitia univffaalia was not a later development ID
his theology. He stressed it as strongly in De Srrr,o AT"&itrio u ID
his latest writings. (See p. 492 ff. above.) And thirdly, the pu-
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. . . juat quoted and the many other alm1lar paaq• In wb1ch
Lather Ul'I• the dbtressed chUd of God to look to the Gospel for
tbe IDUrance of salvation and to view electlon through the wounds
of Christ, u, for instance, the expoaltion of Gen. 28: 9: "We must
Dat Inquire c:oncernlng the predestination of the hidden Goel but
lalUleace in that which ls revealed by the call and mlnlatry of the
Word. • • • If you will hear Him [Christ], and are baptized In H1s
111me and love His Word, then you are certainly elected and fully
aaured of your salvation. . . . Gaze upon the wounds of ~

Ind the blood abed for you; there predestination will shine forth"
(II, 176ff.), these passages were not written for the purpose of
ridding theology of the doctrine of electlon but for the purpose of
livlnl the Cluiatlan the glorious comfort of th1a doctrine. And
mark well, Luther urged the need of beginning with the wounda of
Christ u ltronglY and insistently In De Sff'DO Ariri&rio as In any of
bis later writings. "We have to do with Him as far as He is
cJothed In, and delivered to us by, His Word. • • • In the present
cue we are to consider His Word only and to leave that will
lmcrutable. • . • Let a man acquaint himself with the Goel Ineunate." (P.172. -181.) He did this already hJ, .his lectures on
Romans, in 1515 and 1516. ''There he admonlshes his hearers to
Immerse themselves in the wounds of Christ before they approach
the mystery of election." (Hamel, Dff junge Luthff und Aus,uatm.
U. p.110.) You want us to believe that Luther's teaching on election In De Servo A7'bitrio is not safe because he had not yet
grasped the nature and importance of the means of grace? Why,
In none of his later writings is the need of the means of grace more
forcefully presented than in De Sen,o A7'bitrio: In the Gospel you
find Christ and the assurance of salvation and the assurance of
elecUon. (See Pieper, op. c:it., II, p. 595.)
Again, did Luther rectify and recant his teaching that eleetlon
ls JIIZrticuZ47', that God elected individuals unto faith, etc.? It ls this
point which particularly rouses the ire of the synerglsts. Many
years later Luther said in a sermon on 1 Pet. 1: 2: "Goel the Father,
u the apostle declares, has predestinated 11ou that you should be
His elect chlldren. . . • You are chosen by God ••• that you should
obey and believe the Gospel of Jesus Christ." (IX: 1116.) The
election unto faith, the Augustinian electi aumua ut C7'edamua, as
taught 1 Pet.1: 1, 2 (see Stoeckhardt, Commmta7'11
clearlyon Fint Peter,
taught by the "later'' Luther. Let th1a one passage
p.24), ls
suftice. It proves sufficiently that, if "particular election" and "electiaa unto faith" is one of the ''harsh" teachlnp ,,f Luther, he never

softened i l
Once more, did Luther modify the sota.-gnztia teaching of De
Sm,o A7'bltrio? We are putting this question to the aynergists.
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One can object to certain harsh statements of Luther without being
a synergist; but the real reason why the synerglsts object to them
is because they object to Luther's teaching on the aole& grutia. We
have heard Luthardt declnre that, lf faith is in every way the work
of God, predestlnarianism is unavoidable. And when he states that
"Luther gradually abandoned his deterministic viewsn (Komp.,
p. 224), he means that the later Luther no longer ascribed conversion and salvation absolutely and unreservedly to God's pace.
Must we produce quotations to show that Luther to the end of his
days maintained that man is unable to cooperate towards his conversion and that we owe our salvation solely to God's pace, His
gracious election? The Formula of Concord has set down a nwnber of such quotations from Luther, one from the Smalcald Articles, which "rejects the error that man has a free will to do
good." (Trigl., p. 893 f.) Read, in addition, the following from the
lectures on Genesis: ''In those things that concern God and are
above us man has no free will but is certainly like clay in the
hand of the potter; it is wrought upon and itself works nothing."
(I, p.103.) And they say that Luther softened down his solA11Tatia, his "deterministic" teaching! One more passage, on Gal
1: 15: "God had appointed, when I was yet in my mother's womb,
that ... He would mercifully call me back again from the midst of
my cruelty and blasphemy, by His mere grace, into the way of
truth and salvation. . . . Thus Paul cutteth off all deserts and
giveth glory to God alone but to himself all shame and confusion,
as though he would say: All the gifts, both small and great, spiritual as well as corporal, which God purposed to give unto me, and
all the good things which at any time in all my life I should do,
God Himself had before appointed when I was yet in my mother's
womb, where I could neither wish, think, nor do any good thing.
Therefore this gift also came unto me by the mere predestination
and free mercy of God before I was yet born." (IX, p.104.)
Sounds exactly like De Sen,o Arbitrio.
If you look up this quotation, you will also find this: "God had
appointed, when I was yet in my mother's womb, that I should so
rage against His Church." That fully matches any of those "hanh"
statements which they say Luther later repented of. (On the
matter itself see Acts 4: 27, 28 and Pieper, op. cit., I, p. 598.)
Luther did not recede from the position be took in De Sen,o
Arbitrio. Prof. Sasse- and there are others - agrees with us.
Setting forth ''the view of the God of Predestination which Luther
develops in his great work against Erasmus," he declares: "That
is the view to which Luther clung to the end of his days." (Hen
We Stand, p . 139.) Professor Sasse does not present this view cor-
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rec:tly. He tblnb Luther taught "absolute predestination." But
that circumstance only adds weight to h1s testimony.
And now, In the second place, let Luther himself take the stand
and tell us whether he ever thought that De SffVO A-rbitrio was
1D need of revision. Some say that beginning with lS27 Luther
tacitly abandoned the particulariatlc teaching on predestination.
(See Lehre u. Wehn, 1871, p.161.) In 1528 Luther wrote hls La.T'fle
Confeuum. which he concludes with these words: "Thia ls my
faith, for thus all true Cluistlans believe, and thus the Holy
Scriptures teach us. And of that mhich mai, be lacking hen my
boob will bear sufficient witness, especlally those that have appeared of late, within the lut fov.-r °" fi"e vean. I beg all pious
hearts to bear witness to this and to pray for me that I may
remain steadfast In this faith to the end of my days. For if In
&rat trials or In perils of death I should (which God may In
mercy prevent!) say something different, it shall have no force,
and I wish hereby to have confessed openly that it is wrong and
instigated by the devil. May my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,
blessed forevermore, help me! Amen." (XX: 1104.) In this Confeuum Luther apeci&cally rejects and condemns "all teaching which
llorifies our free will." Moreover, he refers all men to his booka
written within the last four or five years, and that certainly Includes De Servo A-rbitrio (1525). If Luther had renounced any of
the teachings of De Servo A-rbitrio, here was the place to announce it.
In the year 1534 Luther reviewed his controversy with Erasmus in a long letter to Amadorf. (XVIII: 1990 ff. Translated in
Cole-Atherton, The Bondage of the WiU, pp. 397---419.) Luther
sets down "why I judged it best not to answer Erasmus any
farther. . • . And if I could have my will, Erasmus should be exploded from our schools altogether. Let him be left to the papists
only, who are worthy of such an apostle." Now, if Luther had
by this time found that some of the teachings he had upheld
against Erasmus were erroneous, honesty would have compelled
him to make this answer to Erasmus: Here you were right, and
I was wrong. We are all agreed, Lutherans, aynergista, and
papists, that Luther always had the courage of his convictions.
But-we would now have to admit-in this instance Luther was
not man enough to admit that he had been mistaken.
Nor wu Luther ready in 1537 to revise De Sen,o A-rbitrio. In
a letter to Wolfgang Capito he declared that this book together
with the Catechism "fully expressed his thoughts." (See p. 242
above.) One of his best books - but to be read with caution!
Finally, towards the end of his life, Luther took occasion to
tell all the world that he had not receded from the teaching which
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he had championed in De Servo AT"bitrlo. In his Commentatv oa
Genem, begun in 1536 and completed ln 1545, he reaf6rmed thoN
very points which have been listed u ''harsh" sayings and wblch.
they say, he later retracted. "Accordingly, ln the book De Sena
AT"bitrio and elsewhere I have taught that we must distlnguilh
when we treat of the knowledge of God or, rather, of His essence.
For one must argue either concerning the hidden or the revealed
God. Concerning God in so far u He has not been revealed to us,
there is no faith, no knowledge, no cognition, whatever. Here one
must apply the saying: "What is above us does noi concern 111
( Quae suprci noa, nihil ad no•)," etc. (II, 176. TrigL, Hist. Intr.,
p. 224.) Again: "We are not permitted to occupy ourselves with
these high thoughts and to doubt predestination; these thoughts
are impious, wicked, and satanic. When, therefore, the devil
attacks thee, say only: 'I believe in our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom
I have no doubt that He became Incarnate, suffered and died for me,
and that Into His death I have been baptized.' At this reply the
temptation will cease, and Satan will turn his back," etc. (Translated ln H. E. Jacobs, A Summa,,, of the ChT". Faith, p. 579.) If you
can find one single statement ln Luther's review of De Sen,o
AT"bitrio which looks like a retraction, we have lost our case. Some say it is a quasi-retraction. Frank declares "that in this
section of the Genesis commentary Luther does not indeed formal)y
retract his earlier utterances, but he does, ln effect, rectify and
modify them." (Op. cit~, I, p.130.) Luther does not modify anything, but he does set right those who misunderstand, misapply,
and abuse his statements. "It was my desire to urge and set forth
those things, because after my death many will quote my books
and by them try to prove and confirm all manner of errors and
follies of their own. Now, among others, I have written that all
things are absolute and necessary, but at the same time (and very
often at other times) I added that we must look upon the revealed
God. • . . Now I transmit them orally too, 1.1i1.1ci voee; hence I am
excused." (II: 185. TrigL, p. 897 f.) Luther stood by his De Sen,o
AT"bitrio to the end.
If you cannot believe Luther, believe Moehler, the Catholic
theologian, who is well acquainted with Luther's writings. He
says: "We are unacquainted with any such recantation on the
part of Luther; and the Formula of Concord gives an express
sanction to the writing of Luther against Erasmus." (S!lffl.bolilm.
page 33.)
People are saying hard things about De Sen,o AT'bitrio. Do not
let that tum you against the book. If you study it attentively,
inclusive of its ''hard" sayings, you will acquire good theology.
You will learn (1) that free will can accomplish nothing towards
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alvation. You will learn (2) to trust in the all-sufliclent grace
of God. And you will learn (3) to remain silent where Scripture
hu not 1p0ken and to accept the teach1ng of Scripture despite the
vociferation of your reason. He Js a good theologlan who wfil not
limit the gra& uni11eTa11lis because of what Scripture says concerninl the aola gra& nor deny the aola gTC1tia because of what Scripture says concerning the gT"atiti uni11eTa11lu. What Luther wrote
In De SeT110 ATbitrio, "ut dlligenter legantur, omnes hortamur."
Your Formula of Concord so charges you. (Sol Deel, JI, § 44.)
Tll..bGELDER

The Arrival of the Saxons in St. Louis
Mr. J. F. Ferdinand Winter, teacher in Altenburg, Mo., 1839 to
1873, in a letter written to Germany in 1839, tells us about the
arrival of his group of Saxon immigrants in St. Louis. They had
croaed the ocean on the Republilc, arriving in New Orleans January 12, 1839. The journey up the Missiuippi was made on the
KnickeTbocJceT, which pulled up at the wharf in St. Louis, January
30, 3 P. M. He says, "It was high time," as there was much serious
licknea in the group. Those who had arrived earlier on the Rienzi
and the Clt1de (Bishop Stephan and his group, on the Selma, did
not reach St. Louis until February 19) had made arrangements for
quarters. ''In St. Louis," he adds, "we still experienced some of the
cold of winter, especially those who were quartered in houses made
of mere boards hammered together, of which there are many here.
In a abort time some twenty of our friends died. It was with a
heavy heart that I accompanied such remains to their restingplace. • • • At this time we had our church services in the basement of the Episcopal church, where usually the pastors alternated
In conducting them, and many German immigrants attended as well
u Americans."
After relating something of the efforts made to establish Stephan's authority over the entire Saxon group, he declares that
Stephan was again making his nightly "Spazf.ffr,amr,e" with hJs
friends but that he did not take part, because he considered it an
1IDleemly practise, and, besides, he was too tired, after teaching
school all day, to devote the nights, meant for rest, to running
around.
Winter, as also Guenther in. hJs Schic'bal. und AbntneT,
refen to Pastor Stephan's free use of the funds in the Kf'CfUt- .
bac during this period. Winter also remarks that the long stay
In St. Louis helped to lessen the baJance in the treasury, as rent
and board for so many was very expensive. Finally, according to
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